MEMBERSHIP ACTIONS

RULES
Adopted by consent.

AGENDA
Adopted after Pamela Bonnell's motion to withdraw MDs 3 and 3.1 in favor of MD#5 was DEFEATED

MD#3
RESOLUTION FOR THE CONTINUATION OF THE OFFICE OF LIBRARY OUTREACH SERVICES. C. Michael Diodati/Patricia Smith/Laurence S. Sherrill - VOTED, That the Office of Library Outreach Services be continued and maintained at its present level of staffing and that Jean Coleman, its Director, be thanked for outstanding service to the Library Community.

FU: Sent to Council for action. Approved and forwarded to Executive Board.

MD#4
RESOLUTION ON CHICAGO PUBLIC LIBRARY/COLLECTIVE BARGAINING. Joan F. Higbee/Kathleen M. Prendergast. Motion by Caroline Caughlin/Neal Kaske to refer to ULPA for advice at the 1983 Midwinter Meeting as to the best way ALA can help the Chicago Public Library accomplish the intent of the resolution was DEFEATED.

VOTED, That the American Library Association through its Executive Director send a letter to Mayor Jane Byrne and the members of the Board of Directors of the Chicago Public Library informing them of ALA's policy on collective bargaining and urging them to schedule an election at which the Chicago Public Library employees can vote, without fear of reprisal, either to be represented by the organization of their choice or not to be so represented.

FU: Non policy. Directed to the Executive Director for action.

MD#5
RESOLUTION ON CONTINUATION OF OFFICE FOR RESEARCH (and Office for Library Outreach Service). Robert Wright/Neal Kaske: Robert Wright offered revisions: Eliminate the parenthetical phrase, since Membership had already adopted MD#3 focussed on OLOS and to substitute "Executive board" for "COPES" in the Resolved paragraph. Changes accepted. APPROVED Ilse Moon/Dorothy Broderick motion to further amend by removing all references to OLOS.

VOTED, That the Executive Board be directed to solve ALA's fiscal problems in a manner permitting the continuance of OFR.

FU: Sent to Council for Action. Approved and forwarded to Executive Board.

MD#6
RESOLUTION ON RESTRICTIONS ON ACCESS TO GOVERNMENT INFORMATION. Miriam I. Crawford/Lois Mills. ADOPTED Patricia W. Berger/Ellen J. Cook motion to AMEND by inserting in Whereas clause #3: "7. The Public Printer has implemented a policy not to offer for public sale government documents which are not expected to yield revenues of at least $1,000 in a twelve-month period." ADOPTED Dorothy Broderick/Bruce Daniels motion to further AMEND by inserting in